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I have deliberately left this month’s newsletter to the end of June in case there
was some miraculous news that car shows etc. could now go ahead, but I think
realistically nothing will happen this year. The NEC sent out a questionnaire to
see if exhibitors would still like to attend if various measures were introduced
such as deep cleaning, a one-way system, wider gangways, contact less payments,
hand sanitizers, face masks etc. I replied no. My reply was mainly because I do
not want to wear a face mask for 4 days and if someone from our club did become
infected with COVID-19 and the worst happened then I would never forgive
myself.
------------------------------------------------A lot of my Imp Club friends have the Singer
version of this great car and they get fed up
with people asking if it was made by the same
company that manufactured sewing machines.
Imagine my surprise when I came across this
photo on the internet of a model made by
someone. It caused a lot of amusement with
witty comments when I posted it on the Imp
Facebook page.
---------------------------------------------------There is a lot of articles on the internet now about
the introduction of E10 fuel by our wonderful
government which contains a higher amount of
renewable ethanol. They say it is fine for any modern
car, but not suitable for your classic car. Before the
next edition I’ll try and collate some data to help clear
this up, so if you have any information or links to
reliable web pages etc. then I’d be happy to receive it via the e-mail at the end
of this newsletter so I can pass it on in the July edition, thanks.
-------------------------------------------

David Allman is in discussion with fellow members Nick Pollitt and Tim Beard about
the possibility of running the Ernest Owen Trial at Catton Park on 27th
September 2020 obviously subject to government restrictions and MSUK
approval. They are hoping to make something work while adhering to
social distancing as it is assumed this will still be
in force to some degree by that date. A bit of
an unknown is competitor numbers and if various
club championships decide to go ahead or not.
David is also aware that trials competitors tend
to be slightly more mature than average and a
few have told him privately that they are not
going to risk competing this year which is quite
understandable. There may be a strong possibility of picking up some local clubman
entries from people desperate to do any kind of event! Obviously this is all
theoretical at the moment but if anyone wants to be involved with this “socially
distanced” event or if you want to comment on it then please drop him an e-mail
david-allman@tiscali.co.uk
-----------------------------------------During this ‘lock-down’ period I’ve been working on Elaine’s Sprite, carrying out
some wiring modifications and a general back of the dashboard tidy up. I have
also bought and fitted a new combined oil pressure/water
temperature gauge and an accelerator pedal due to the old
one being badly bent, probably due to years of pressing
trying to make this little car go faster! It was while I was
searching for these items, I came across a good local contact
called ‘Traditional Old Motor Spares Ltd’ run by Ron Leacy who is based in Walsall
Road, Little Aston, Sutton Coldfield (B74 3AY). I said I would give him a mention
in this month’s newsletter as he is cheaper than the larger stockists plus you can
pre-arrange to pick up at his house and save on p&p costs. His contact details are
0121 352 1801 (H) 07808 732098 (mob) or e-mail ronleacy@me.com
A link to his eBay shop page containing 380 items is here with more items at his
warehouse in Birmingham. https://www.ebay.co.uk/usr/traditionaloldmotorspares
--------------------------------------The club now has 2000 brand new tri-fold publicity leaflets,
recently printed, for our 60th anniversary year which are
really good quality, highly informative and contain excellent
photographs showing all aspects of our club
activities. These have been designed by
Anton in collaboration with our printer but
looks like they will have to wait until 2021 before being
distributed. In the meantime if you need any for advertising
etc. then please contact Anton.
---------------------------------------

I would like to thank Brian Austin for the following article on local car manufacturers
which first appeared in the May 1999 edition of ‘Owen Info’
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